
MUST WATCH!! 

Onward! The Climate Scam must 
be stopped! 

Piers Corbyn calls on Prime Minister 
Gordon Brown to hold debate promised  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAV7NHZcEcY  

WA10No4 Cruel Winter News especially for Media  

Cruel winter of 

2010 News No5 
www.weatheraction.com Delta House, 175-177 Borough High Street. London SE1 1HR Tel +44207939 9946  

From Piers Corbyn+44(0)7958713320  piers@weatheraction.com  
 

 
 
COPY of letter to Minister Hilary Benn offering help to cope with ongoing big freeze 
 
(To ps.hilary.benn@defra.gsi.gov.uk  
copied to a long list of govt / transport / highways / weather related departments and politicians) 
 
8 Jan 2010     
 
Dear Hilary, 
  
Well done to you & Gordon Brown on prompt and decisive action to cope with this big freeze crisis.  
  
However you need to be aware that this very cold weather was predicted 6 months ago by 
WeatherAction long range forecasters and if the government were to use our forecasts there would 
be no need for the UK to run out of road salt - the consequences of which is suffering and 
death. We also predicted the extreme conditions in all the previous 4 extreme seasons (ie 
summers 07, 08, 09 & winter 08/09)  for which  the Met office forecast the opposite and left you, 
the Prime Minister and the UK misled and unprepared. 
  
Our forecast for Jan is attached along with another pdf concerning our warning first issued 6 
months ago. 
  
If you wish for further advice on: 
  
1) When the TV /Met office short range forecasts will underestimate snow,  
2) When the bitter cold weather will end and how, 
3) When it will return and details of what will happen in Feb ; 
then please get in touch. 
  
I hope you do not wish the UK to suffer any further unnecessary damage, disruption and deaths. It 
is in your hands to make the best use of scientific advances and the resulting revolutionary 
forecasts which we provide. 
  
Thank you 
  
Piers Corbyn 
MSc (astrophysics), ARCS  FRAS  FRMetS 
WeatherAction Long Range weather & climate forecasters 
 
---------------- 
 
Details for Jan and covering note to customers plus attached pdfs concerned:- 
 
(i) Pdf full forecast for Jan 2010 as available via - http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp  
(ii) Pdf of WA2010NewsNo 3 including extracts from forecast 6 months ahead 

=  http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=129&c=1 
 


